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ABOUT

IAAA
 IAAA is a professional body

committed towards the development

of Indian aerospace and aeronautical

community . IAAA focuses in bridging

industry and academia across the

nation through its member benefit

activities . For Professors and teaching

professionals IAAA creates an

opportunity to actively contribute and

co-exist with industry leaders . It

provides a platform to lead the Indian

aerospace and aeronautical

community . IAAA increases the

visibility of the teaching professionals

and helps them to become a star

faculty in their institution .

Contribution of an individual

magnifies his/her commitment and

passion towards grooming young

minds and also recognizes the

organization he/she belongs to .

Students are benefited and groomed

through the membership activities ;

which are planned to make them

industry ready .For educational

institutions IAAA provides

opportunities to organize regional and

national level events . 

“YOU  WANNA

FLY ,  YOU  GOT  TO

GIVE  UP  THE

THINGS  THAT

WEIGHS  YOU

DOWN . ”

THE

PROJECT
IAAA supports the institutions in

networking industry leaders and

executives through inviting them as

speakers and event chair for its

events . Membership base and

technical reach of IAAA promotes

its events across the nation among

the technical community .

Institutions can tie-up with regional

IAAA chapters and can organize

IAAA sponsored regional workshops ,

seminars , national competitions ,

national conferences etc .

Institutions hosting IAAA events will

gain visibility through website ,

magazines , articles and through its

national media connect . IAAA

Congress provides an opportunity

for us to award scholarships to our

student achievers and to recognize

the remarkable contributions .

Membership in IAAA is an excellent

investment for your future . It will

promote your professional

development and provide great

prospects for advancing your career

and the organization you belong .
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Industry partner details will be shared

here

"ALONE  WE  CAN

DO  SO  L ITTLE ;

TOGETHER  WE

CAN  DO  SO

MUCH . "

INDUSTRY  

PARTNER

NAME 

LOGO

THE  

DREAM
Vision & Mission behind the

industrial partnership will be shared

here



ABOUT

A IRCRAFT

BUILD

COMPETITION
 The purpose of the IAAA Aircraft Build

Competition is to promote and develop

aircraft design interest among graduates

through designing , building and flying the

fixed wing Remotely Piloted Aircraft .

Designing a fixed wing RPA involves the

trade studies equivalent to designing a

light aircraft . IAAA Aircraft Build

competition features two different

categories of competition 1) Electrical , 2)

IC Engine . Electrical category has two sub-

class which is General and Nano . This

grooms the student graduates to practice

industry ready design projects .All aircraft

projects are unique and it is impossible to

provide a template for the work involved

in the design process . However , with the

knowledge of the steps in the initial

design process and of previous experience

from similar projects , students will be

freer to concentrate on the innovative and

analytical aspects of their course project .

Designing a new airplane starts from

development of a concept - a general idea

for airplane . The concept defines ways ,

means and parameters that should

provide high efficiency and

competitiveness of an airplane , its

superiority in comparison with airplanes

that are already exploited or designed .

The concept of an airplane is determined

by requirements for corresponding

airplane functional and performance

characteristics defined by a customer .

Then a concept of a future

airplane – its scheme and set of values for

main parameters – is chosen . All main

parameters that will be chosen and

determined at these stages should be

based on statistics and take into account

the aviation development dynamics by

forecasting changes of the most important

airplane features and characteristics with

time . 

 It requires knowledge of the latest

achievements in the field of aviation

science and technology- 

aerodynamics , engine , equipment ,

weapon and airframe engineering ,

constructional materials , airplane

operation and etc . Development of the

airplane design concept while

executing laboratory works , term and

graduation design projects , requires

working up a list of new technical

achievements in the field of aviation

with estimation of its approximate

positive influence on the main airplane

parameters and characteristics :

possible decrease of airframe mass , fuel

and power plant ; expected

improvement of airplane performance .

This list should contain specific

technical innovations that should

provide the improvement of efficiency

ratios for the designed airplane . For

example , in aerodynamics it can be

using new supercritical airfoils , utilizing

tip vortex scatterers , wing boundary

layer laminarization systems .

Constructional perfection can be

provided by decreasing the number of

structural divisions , applying

honeycomb structures , employing new

materials such as aluminumlithium and

titanium alloys . While making a

detailed list you may approximately

estimate the influence of each

innovation on corresponding airplane

parameters and characteristics . This

information can usually be found in

dedicated literature , and it is

recommended to use it while executing

this stage of your project .



IAAA

COMMITEE
Hon 'ble President :

Shri C U Hari , Former Director DRDO , 

Bangalore

Hon 'ble Vice President :

Shri T K Sundaramurthy , 

Former Scientist ISAC ISRO , 

Bangalore

Honorary Secretary General :

Dr Isham Panigrahi , Professor , KIIT

Bhubaneshwar

Honorary Treasurer :

Mrs V Suganya , 

Manager IAAA Foundation Chennai

Honorary Jt Treasurer :

Mr Vasantha Kumar , 

MD Raven Technologies

Honorary Jt Secretary :

Dr Satyanarayana Gupta , 

Professor MLRIT , Hyderabad

Honorary Jt Secretary :

Dr N Ramesh , 

Former Head MAV , NAL , Bangalore

REGISTRATION
Eligibility : 

College students UG/PG

Last Date of Application : 

19th Oct 2020

Registration fee / Team (Max 10 members)

only for IAAA members - Rs . 500/-

For more info
IAAA ECD Team

Vaayusastra Aerospace 

E Block , 3rd Floor ,

IIT Madras Research park

Chennai - 6001138

Ph : 

8754083510 , 

7904793261

www .iaaaindia .com
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